NEWS:

Our online store makes it EASY to buy standard calibration blocks!

Any time of day...anywhere you are...making a purchase from PH Tool's wide array of standard test and calibration blocks is just a few clicks away. It's simple. It's secure.

Visit Our Online Store!

Download Our Catalog for More Info!

ICNDT 19th World Conference on Non-Destructive Testing

Come and visit the PH Tool booth (#S 01) at the International Committee for Non-Destructive Testing (ICNDT) and German Society for Non-Destructive Testing (DGZfp) 19th World Conference on NDT in Munich, Germany June 13-17.

The WCNDT is the most important event in our global NDT community. NDT professionals from around the world will attend to engage, exchange, and explore topics, applications and critical NDT issues. The application-focused event will feature recent developments within individual NDT sectors in a wide range of industries.
This conference is an excellent opportunity to network with experts in the global NDT community, and to learn about the latest technologies in the industry. We hope to see you there!

**PH Tool Company Profile:**

PH Tool has supplied the NDT industry with high-quality Reference Standards and Test Blocks since its founding in 1973. Whether you need EDM notches, Flat-bottom Holes, Micro-holes, Test Blocks, or something completely customized, PH Tool can handle your order. We are a family-owned business with a staff of over 40 employees, made up of skilled machinists and professional management staff.

In 2013, PH Tool purchased a state-of-the-art industrial facility containing over 65,000 square feet of design and manufacturing space. This new home for our growing company is over four-times the size of our former building in Telford, PA.

Our unique collection of more than 40 specially-modified sinker and wire-type EDM machines is one of the largest of its kind. Our fully-capable CNC machine shop with 15 milling centers is dedicated to precision manufacturing of standard and customized Test Blocks. All machines at PH Tool are 100% dedicated to making products for NDT applications, and every product we make ships with an extensive certification package. We are not your average "job shop!"

Our team of highly-trained and dedicated professionals, combined with our new manufacturing capabilities will ensure our continued success in providing only the highest quality NDT Test Blocks and Reference Standards available.
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Meet us in Munich!

Phil Herman, President/CEO, Sales Manager Mark Morton, and Technical Sales Specialists Andrew Robinson and Chris Rauch will be available during exhibit hours on June 13 through the 17th, 2016 to answer questions about NDT Reference Standards and Test Blocks.

Ask about our unique capabilities, including a dedicated electroless nickel-plating line for protecting steel test blocks, and specialized weld lab for embedding sub-surface EDM notches in Performance Demonstration Qualification (PDQ™) samples.

As always, we will have a generous sampling of NDT test blocks on display covering all of the major disciplines and more. Application-specific NDT standards containing EDM notches, flat bottom holes and micro holes will also be on display.

Find out more about our "Nano Notching" capabilities. If there were a Guiness Book of World Records category for the narrowest EDM notch ever made, PH Tool would hold the title!
We can also install notches on the ID of extremely small-diameter tubing (current record is 0.036" diameter!)

**A Growing Staff to Better-Serve Our Customers**

Our new location has afforded us the opportunity to increase our capacity for large work pieces, invest in new machinery and technologies, and to bring more highly-skilled personnel onto our staff than ever before.

Mark recently joined our team as the new Sales Manager for PH Tool. Mark's background in process control and experience working with major OEMs and distributors prepares him well for new challenges in the exciting field of NDT. Stop by our booth to say hello and put a face to the name!

Chris Rauch joined the PH Tool team as a new member of the Technical Sales staff in June, 2015. Chris's technical background and sales experience over a 20-year career have equipped him to excel at his new role at PH Tool. Chris is fast and effective at preparing detailed quotes. Call today or email sales@phtool.com for an estimate on the test blocks or reference standards you need.